Please sign up on piazza

https://piazza.com/buffalo/fall2019/hon214/home
Weekly report for tomorrow's lecture graded

You should be able to see your grade on Autolab now.

Few important remarks/comments:

- Please do take a look at the feedback I have left (if any) -- to see my comment, view your submission again and you should see box(es) with my comments.
- Since this was the first submission, I graded the submissions a bit lightly (e.g. all you got adequate or more) but I would be stricter as the semester goes along. In particular, please see my comment for things to avoid in future submission.
- One common mistake -- if you are making a claim, please make sure you specify if (1) it was in the reading assignment; (2) if not but there is an external source then explicitly cite the source or (3) if you are making a *personal* observation/speculation, then state so explicitly.

See y'all tomorrow!
Questions/Comments?
Today’s agenda

I Tried to Block Amazon From My Life. It Was Impossible

I Cut Microsoft Out of My Life—or So I Thought

I Cut the 'Big Five' Tech Giants From My Life. It Was Hell
Things to keep in mind

Any technical questions for me?

Anything that surprised you?

What is the good here?

What is the bad here?

What is the ugly here?
I Tried to Block Amazon From My Life. It Was Impossible

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zNSp-kzVhU
Discuss

Any technical questions for me?

Anything that surprised you?

What is the good here?

What is the bad here?

What is the ugly here?
Pass-phrase for today: Kashmir Hill
I Cut Microsoft Out of My Life—or So I Thought

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OuSf-MMtgNw
History of the Mozilla Project

The Mozilla project was created in 1998 with the release of the Netscape browser suite source code. It was intended to harness the creative power of thousands of programmers on the Internet and fuel unprecedented levels of innovation in the browser market. Within the first year, new community members from around the world had already contributed new functionality, enhanced existing features and became engaged in the management and planning of the project itself.

By creating an open community, the Mozilla project had become larger than any one company. Community members got involved and expanded the scope of the project’s original mission — instead of just working on Netscape’s next browser, people started creating a variety of browsers, development tools and a range of other projects. People contributed to Mozilla in different ways, but everyone was passionate about creating free software that would enable people to have a choice in how they experienced the Internet.

After several years of development, Mozilla 1.0, the first major version, was released in 2002. This version featured many improvements to the browser, email client and other applications included in the suite, but not many people were using it. By 2002, well over 90% of Internet users...
Discuss

Any technical questions for me?

Anything that surprised you?

What is the good here?

What is the bad here?

What is the ugly here?
I Cut the 'Big Five' Tech Giants From My Life. It Was Hell

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Rxuf1598bjc
Discuss

Any technical questions for me?

Anything that surprised you?

What is the good here?

What is the bad here?

What is the ugly here?